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This manuscript presents 40Ar/39Ar step heating data for polyhalite samples from the Salt
Range Formation in northern Pakistan, with the overarching goal of using the 40Ar/39Ar
data to interpret when precipitation, recrystallization, and/or thermal resetting took place
in the geologic history of the Salt Range Formation. The motivation for attempting to date
the polyhalite is clear, as geochronological constraints for the Salt Range Formation are
quite sparse otherwise, and evaporite minerals are generally challenging to date. The 40

Ar/39Ar data are parsed into two types: age spectra, and step-heating experiments used to
derive Ar diffusivities. Both types of data are quite complex, with none of the age spectra
yielding age plateaus, and the diffusivities determined yielding complex, curved Arrhenius
arrays. I think the authors have done a good job of interpreting (and, importantly, not
over-interpreting) the age spectra, inferring only maximum and minimum ages of events
from their youngest and oldest step ages, respectively. However, I have many issues with
the step heating experiments used to derive diffusion parameters. I outline these
methodological and interpretive concerns in my line-by-line comments below, but the
summary is that I do not think that have provided quantitative or qualitative constraints
on the diffusion kinetics of Ar in polyhalite. Given this, and given the limited
geochronological utility of the age spectra, I cannot recommend this manuscript for
publication in Geochronology.

Line 48: The Reiners et al. textbook is not really an appropriate reference here. I
recommend removing the reference and modifying the second part of the sentence to say,
“…several studies have applied 40Ar/39Ar dating to evaporite minerals.”

Lines 49-52: This sentence is garbled – please revise.

Line 53: Please include a reference for the statement about langbeinite being less
susceptible to alteration and Ar diffusion.

Line 60: I recommend removing the parenthetical part of this heading; “Geologic



Background” is sufficiently descriptive.

Figures 1 (and 2): There is no legend explaining what the shading means; please include
this.

Lines 138-149: There are many details about the step heating experiments missing here,
and it is insufficient to cite the Reiners et al. textbook. For example, how have the authors
determined that their raster heating approach achieves persistent uniform heating across
all grains? And how have they calibrated the temperature measurement? Is the
temperature measurement by pyrometer, and if so how have they calibrated the
emissivity of polyhalite to relate measured temperature to true temperature? I am
skeptical that the approach described would achieve uniform, steady, well-calibrated
temperature measurements, which are all essential characteristics to quantify diffusion
kinetics from a step heating experiment. Please quantify the uncertainty in temperature
for each heating step, which I presume will be quite large. There also needs to be a
citation here for the transformation of gas fractions into diffusivities; e.g., many people
use the discretized equation of Fecthig and Kalbitzer (1966), with the modified cut off
parameters in McDougall and Harrison (1999). How were uncertainties propagated from
gas fraction into diffusivities for use in Isoplot? This is a nontrivial calculation because of
the cumulative nature of gas fraction, and either requires a Monte Carlo simulation (e.g.,
see Tremblay et al., 2014), or the analytical solutions derived by Ginster and Reiners
(2018). I recommend recalculating the Arrhenius plots using the Excel spreadsheets
provided in the supplement of Ginster and Reiners (2018), as this will also allow the
authors to put in uncertainties in the temperature. Finally, how did you determine the
diffusion domain/grain size? Were grain dimensions measured via microscopy? Are there
any concerns about changing the diffusion domain size when the sample was crushed to
obtain the polyhalite separates?

Line 151: Please change to “40Ar/39Ar dating”; it’s redundant to say “age dating.” Please
make similar changes throughout the text (e.g., Table 1).

Line 155: In this sentence and elsewhere, the use of the word apparent is unnecessary.
The age spectra are not apparent, they are the observed age spectra and the measured
step ages.

Lines 162-164: Please add citations for the plateau criteria.

Lines 177-178: A flat K/Ca spectrum does not imply argon diffusion from a single diffusion
domain. If the diffusion domain size. If a mineral of uniform composition is comprised of
multiple diffusion domains and/or multiple grain sizes, the K/Ca spectrum will be flat. The
authors have not made a convincing argument as to why the grain size represents the
diffusion domain for polyhalite. I recommend this sentence and similar statements made
elsewhere be removed.



Line 186: Delete the words “quality data is not considered presentable.”

Lines 220-230: Like the methods section, there is a lot of detail that has been left out
here in the description of the step heating experiment results, and . Why are only the first
three steps and four steps utilized for the linear regression on experiments SRL05 and
SRL06, respectively? What was the criteria for choosing which steps to fit? None of the
behavior beyond the first few steps is discussed, despite a lengthy discussion on the
structural transformation of polyhalite beginning at temperatures below those traversed
during the step heating experiments. Why does the Arrhenius plot become curved, and
why is there a giant spike in diffusivity around 500 ºC? The temperature labels on the top
x-axis of Figure 7 are incorrect, and the bottom x-axis needs units.

Table 2: This table is unnecessary, I recommend simply discussing existing diffusion
parameters for other minerals in the text.

Lines 264-301: This is an excellent discussion of the structural transformations that
polyhalite undergoes at various temperatures. Unfortunately, as the authors point out, all
of their heating steps in their step heating experiments occur at temperatures above the
temperatures at which these structural transformations occur. So I think describing the
step heating experiments as a semi-quantitative measure of the Ar diffusion kinetics in
polyhalite is unwarranted. Instead, their step heating experiments most likely document
the release of Ar from two langbeinite-type phases, per their eq. 3. This likely explains the
complex Arrhenius behavior the authors observed. I recommend adding discussion to this
effect.

Lines 333-341: This is a nice discussion of the potential effects of deformation on
recrystallization and Ar diffusion. However, if intracrystalline domains are known to be
present in these samples, that seems to contradict repeated statements in the text that Ar
diffusion from their samples occurs from a single domain represented by the grain size. If
anything, this is a compelling observation to expect the presence of complex, multi-
diffusion domain behavior.

Lines 356-366: Given the dubious geologic significance of the oldest and youngest step
ages, I recommend against quoting the step age uncertainties here. Instead, I suggest
that you quote approximate ages, e.g., “~514 Ma” rather than “514 ± 3 Ma” in the first
sentence.

Supplementary files: Again, I urge the authors to use the supplemental spreadsheets of
Ginster and Reiners (2018) so that they can propagate uncertainty in temperature and
gas release fraction into the calculated diffusivities and therefore their linear regressions.
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